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Abstract: Silicon photonics has recently expanded its applications to delivering free-space emissions
for detecting or manipulating external objects. The most notable example is the silicon optical phased
array, which can steer a free-space beam to achieve a chip-scale solid-state LiDAR. Other examples
include free-space optical communication, quantum photonics, imaging systems, and optogenetic
probes. In contrast to the conventional optical system consisting of bulk optics, silicon photonics
miniaturizes an optical system into a photonic chip with many functional waveguiding components.
By leveraging the mature and monolithic CMOS process, silicon photonics enables high-volume
production, scalability, reconfigurability, and parallelism. In this paper, we review the recent advances
in beam steering technologies based on silicon photonics, including optical phased arrays, focal
plane arrays, and dispersive grating diffraction. Various beam-shaping technologies for generating
collimated, focused, Bessel, and vortex beams are also discussed. We conclude with an outlook of the
promises and challenges for the free-space applications of silicon photonics.

Keywords: silicon photonics; LiDAR; optical phased array; beam steering

1. Introduction

Silicon photonics is a reliable and scalable platform for integrating a large number of
diverse waveguiding components on the same chip. It has reached successful commercial-
ization in the transceiver market for data centers and 5G optical interconnects [1–3]. In
most established data- and telecommunication applications, silicon photonic integrated
circuits exploit guided modes rather than free-space radiation [4]. Recently, free-space
applications of silicon photonics have emerged due to the increasing demands for the minia-
turization of free-space optical systems down to the chip scale. Conventional free-space
optical systems do not fulfill the requirements for autonomous cars, drones, and metaverse
because of bulky sizes and the need for precise assembly [5]. These new applications urge
innovative optical systems with reduced sizes, weight, and power consumption (SWaP).
Notable examples include light detection and ranging (LiDAR) [6–8] and free-space optical
communication (FSO) [9–11], where silicon photonics provides a promising alternative to
replace the conventional bulky mechanical beam steerer with a chip-scale device that has no
moving parts. A comprehensive optical system can be integrated on a tiny chip without the
need for aligning and assembling the components. The number of components in a silicon
photonic integrated circuit can easily scale up to hundreds or even thousands [12–14],
allowing the creation of complex functionalities that are too difficult for conventional bulk
optics. In particular, optical phased arrays (OPAs) [9,12,15,16], biophotonic sensors [17],
and quantum photonic circuits [18] have leveraged the scalability.

A silicon photonic platform enables high-volume production by leveraging the mature
monolithic fabrication process developed for decades in the semiconductor industry [19].
By using the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process, silicon photonics
can share the fabless-foundry ecosystem. Many commercial foundries, including Taiwan
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Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC), GlobalFoundries, and Tower Semicon-
ductor, support silicon photonic products. Designers can reliably develop their circuits
using the process design kit (PDK) supplied by the foundries. Many high-performance
components such as low-loss waveguides, phase shifters, high-speed modulators, grating
couplers, and detectors are available in the PDK.

Silicon photonics is a competitive platform for miniaturing a free-space optical system.
Compared with other integrated platforms such as InP, silicon photonics has a higher index
contrast, thus allowing stronger confinement, tighter bends, and more compact chip areas.
Silicon material allows p-type and n-type doping to create PN or PIN diode structures.
By biasing the diodes, dynamic tuning of the silicon refractive index can be achieved by
the plasma dispersion effect [20,21]. Silicon also has a large thermo-optic coefficient of
1.86 × 10−4 K−1 that allows index tuning [22,23]. Germanium can be grown epitaxially on
selective silicon areas to serve as low bandgap materials for photodetection [24]. Electronic
circuitry can be integrated monolithically with silicon photonics for analog and digital
control [7,19]. Silicon photonics, therefore, has a comprehensive library to meet the various
needs of building chip-scale free-space optical systems.

In this review, we will first introduce beam steering technologies enabled by silicon
photonics in Section 2, including OPAs, focal plane arrays (FPAs), and dispersive grating
diffraction. In Section 3, examples of integrated chip-scale optical systems realized with
silicon photonics will be described, including LiDAR, FSO, and imaging systems. In
addition, a substantial research effort is being dedicated to beam shaping with silicon
photonics. Various free-space beams such as collimated beams, focused beams, Bessel
beams, and vortex beams have been demonstrated, which will be discussed in Section 4. We
will present other emerging free-space applications, including optogenetics and quantum
photonics, in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we will provide an outlook on the promises
and challenges.

2. Beam Steering Technologies

Beam steerers play an essential role in many applications, including LiDAR, FSO [9],
display [25], and laser-scanning microscopes [26]. A beam steerer scans a laser beam to
different directions to detect objects or transfer optical power. Three major beam steering
techniques have been explored in silicon photonics, including OPA, FPA, and dispersive
grating diffraction, as depicted in Figure 1. A beam steerer can apply one technique on one
axis and another on the second. In an OPA, as shown in Figure 1a, a coherent light source
(typically a laser) is split to multiple waveguides with an optical distribution network. Light
in each waveguide then goes through a phase shifter before reaching an emitter, where
light exits the device. The emission from all emitters synthesizes a beam coherently while
the direction is controlled by the overall phase profile. In an FPA, as shown in Figure 1b, the
optical distribution network is replaced by an actively-controlled switching network. Light
is switched to only one of the waveguide channels at a time. A lens collimates the emission
and creates a beam in the far field. The collimated beam points in a different direction if
the light is switched to a different emitter. In Figure 1c, beam steering is achieved by using
a dispersive grating to diffract the light from the waveguide to the free space. The diffracted
light has a deterministic wavelength-dependent direction. One can steer the diffracted
beam by wavelength tuning of the laser source. We will discuss the principles and recent
demonstrations of these three beam steering techniques in the following sub-sections.

2.1. Optical Phased Arrays

Phased arrays have been widely used in the microwave regime for beam steering,
where the relative phase of an array of antennas is used to shape the radiation field through
constructive and destructive interference [27]. In the optical regime, controlling the phases
of a large number of emitters is challenging with bulk optics. Thanks to the capability
of silicon photonics to integrate a large number of active components on the same chip,
optical versions of phased arrays have been realized.
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Figure 1. Three optical beam steering techniques: (a) optical phased array (OPA), (b) focal plane
array (FPA), (c) dispersive grating diffraction.

An OPA coherently synthesizes the emissions from individual emitters to form
a low-divergence beam in the far field. By controlling the relative phases between in-
dividual emitters, the beam can be actively steered. The electric field of the emission from
an OPA in the far field can be expressed as [28]:

E(θ, φ) = S(θ, φ)× AF(θ, φ), (1)

where S(θ, φ) is the far-field angular distribution of a single emitter. AF(θ, φ) is the array
factor, which is given by:

AF(θ, φ) = ∑N
n=1 wn·ei2πxn ·u. (2)

where xn is the position of the nth emitter, u = sinθcosφ/λ, and wn = |wn|eiϕn determines
the phase and amplitude of the nth emitter. N is the number of emitters in the array. To
synthesize a collimated beam pointing at the angle θ, the OPA is set to create a linear phase
profile, as shown in Figure 1a. The phase difference between neighboring emitters is ∆φ.
The array pitch is d. The pointing angle of the beam is given by:

θ = sin−1
[

∆φ λ

2π d
+ m

λ

d

]
, (3)

where m is an integer that represents the diffraction order. The field-of-view (FOV) is
given by:

FOV = 2 sin−1
(

λ

2d

)
. (4)

Within the FOV, there is only one beam without ambiguous grating lobes. Notice that
the FOV is determined by the array pitch d. If the amplitude |wn| of each emitter is equal,
the far-field distribution of an OPA can be approximated by the diffraction of a slit of size
Nd, which is given by:

Far− field intensity distribution ∝ sin2
(

πNd
λ

θ

)
/
(

πNd
λ

θ

)2
, (5)

which has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) divergence angle of:

∆θ ≈ 2.78
π

λ

Nd
. (6)

Notice that the divergence angle is determined by the total aperture size Nd of the
emitter array. To produce a well-collimated beam that can propagate over a long distance
in the free space, having a large emission aperture size is crucial. For beam steering
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applications, it is desirable to have a large FOV and a small beam divergence angle ∆θ. The
ratio between the FOV and ∆θ is the number of resolvable angles for a beam steerer. To the
first-order Taylor’s expansion, the number of resolvable angles is given by:

FOV
∆θ
≈ 1.13 N. (7)

Therefore, the number of resolvable points in the beam steering is approximately just
the number of emitters N for an OPA with equally-spaced emitters. For high-resolution
beam steering, it is crucial to building an OPA with a large number of elements. For
example, large-scale OPAs with 512, 1024, and 8192 elements have been demonstrated
in [12,13], respectively.

The implementations of silicon photonic OPAs for beam steering have been achieved
with different variations. The common device structure of an OPA, as shown in Figure 1a,
includes a passive optical distribution network, typically a tree of multimode interference
(MMI) splitters or a star coupler, to distribute light to many waveguide channels. Each
waveguide channel has an independent phase shifter to introduce a tunable phase shift to
the channel. After passing the phase shifter, light emits to the free space by grating or edge
couplers. An example of the silicon photonic implementations is shown in Figure 2a [16].
In this work, an MMI splitter tree is used to distribute the light to a 1D array of grating
emitters. The Ψ direction is steered by the OPA mechanism, while the θ direction is steered
by the dispersive grating diffraction. Figure 2b shows another example from [29], where
a 2D optical distribution network is created with directional couplers. A 2D OPA is formed
to steer in both directions with the active phase tuning. In this design, the array pitch is
9 µm × 9 µm in order to fit each unit cell with a phase shifter and a grating emitter. There-
fore, the large array pitch limits the FOV, as described by Equation (4). Figure 2c shows the
optical microscope image of a fabricated 32-element OPA on a heterogenous III-V/silicon
photonic platform where lasers, amplifiers, photodiodes, phase shifters are integrated
on the same chip [15]. Figure 2d shows a large-scale 1024-element OPA monolithically
integrated with the electronics [14]. Figure 2e shows the photograph of a 512-element
low-power multi-pass OPA wire-bonded with the driving electronics [12]. Figure 2f shows
an 8192-element OPA with flip-chip-bonded CMOS digital-to-analog converter (DAC) elec-
tronics [13]. In Figure 2g,h, the angular distribution of a formed beam and the beam steer-
ing operation to different angles are demonstrated. These measurement results are from
a 512-element OPA with an aperture area of ~10 mm2 in [9]. Figure 2i shows a scanning
pattern obtained by this OPA. Most OPA demonstrations operate at the telecommunication
wavelengths because of the transparency window of silicon and the mature components
developed for communications. Recently, an active blue OPA operating at 488 nm has been
demonstrated using the SiN platform [30].

The phase shifter is the key enabling component in OPAs. Because an OPA may use
hundreds or even thousands of active phase shifters, it is crucial to develop phase shifters
with low power consumption, strong phase tuning, low crosstalk, and good reliability. Two
major phase shifting mechanisms are primarily used—thermo-optic effect and electro-optic
effect. Thermo-optic effect offers the strongest phase tuning among these mechanisms,
thanks to the large thermo-optic coefficient in silicon (dn/dT = 1.86 × 10−4 K−1) [22]. It
enables compact phase shifters that can be as short as several µm [29]. This mechanism
is implemented in many OPAs [6,12,14,16,29–35]. However, a typical thermo-optic phase
shifter has a Pπ of 10 s mW, where Pπ is the power required to create a phase shift of π [12].
For example, the 1024-element OPA in [14] consumes up to 55 W of power from the phase
shifters. Several approaches have been developed to reduce the power consumption of the
thermo-optic phase shifters. Miller et al. developed multi-pass mode-converting phase
shifters with a Pπ of only 1.7 mW and implemented the phase shifters in a 512-element
OPA [12], as shown in Figure 3a. Chung et al. used dense dissimilar waveguide routing to
utilize the heat more efficiently, reducing the Pπ to 2.56 mW, as shown in Figure 3b [36].
On the other hand, the electro-optic effect mechanism enables phase shifters with low
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power consumption. The electro-optic effect in silicon can be attributed to the plasma
dispersion effect [20,21] and the Kerr nonlinearity [37]. The electro-optic effect is weak in
silicon, and, therefore, the phase shifters need to have sufficient lengths. A typical voltage-
length product V·L is in the order of several V·cm [3]. There have been demonstrations
of OPAs based on electro-optic phase shifters [9,13,38–40]. Figure 3c shows a schematic
of a depletion-type electro-optic phase shifter used in an OPA that leveraged the plasma
dispersion effect [38]. Poulton et al. demonstrated an electro-optic phase shifter with
a maximum static power consumption of only 2 µW [9], which was orders of magnitude
lower than thermo-optic phase shifters. Efficient electro-optic phase shifters can also
be realized with heterogeneous integration of III-V materials on silicon. In addition to
the plasma dispersion effect, III-V materials can include quantum-confined Stark effect
(QCSE) or Franz–Keldysh effect, band filling effect, band shrinkage effect, and Pockels
effect, to increase the overall electro-optic effect [39]. An implementation of OPAs on
the heterogeneous III-V/silicon platform by Xie et al. is shown in Figure 3d [39]. The
III-V/silicon phase shifter used in this work consumed a static power of less than 3 nW.
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Figure 2. Implementations of silicon photonic OPAs. (a) Schematic of a 1D OPA combined with
grating emitters. Reprinted with permission from [16] © The Optical Society. (b) Schematic of
a 2D OPA. Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature: Nature [29] © Springer Nature (2013).
(c) Optical image of a 32-element OPA on a heterogenous III-V/silicon photonic platform. Reprinted
with permission from [15] © The Optical Society. (d) Optical image of a 1024-element OPA monolithi-
cally integrated with the electronics. © 2022 IEEE. Reprinted with permission, from [14]. (e) Optical
image of a 512-element OPA wire-bonded to the driving electronics. Reprinted with permission
from [12] © The Optical Society. (f) Optical image of an 8192-element OPA with co-packaged flip-chip
CMOS drivers. Reprinted with permission from [13]. Copyright © 2022, Poulton et al. (g–i) Measured
far-field angular distribution, beam steering to different angles, and scanning pattern from an OPA.
Reprinted with permission from [9] © 2022 IEEE.

To further improve beam steering performances, such as the FOV and the number of
resolvable points, different novel variations of OPAs have been investigated. To increase
the FOV, an OPA needs to pack the waveguides closely to reduce the array pitch, as given
by Equation (4). However, light in one waveguide can couple to nearby waveguides if
a small array pitch is used, as shown by the simulation in Figure 4a [41]. Phare et al. ad-
dressed the coupling issue by using phase-mismatched waveguides with varied waveguide
widths (Figure 4b). They demonstrated an OPA with a λ/2 pitch and a FOV of 180 degrees
(Figure 4c) [41]. Other techniques to reduce the coupling between closely-packed waveg-
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uides include using metamaterials to engineer the evanescent tail of the waveguide mode
(Figure 4d) and optimizing the waveguide thickness [31,42]. The techniques discussed
above increase the FOV, but the number of resolvable points remains approximately N,
as precited by Equation (7). One can circumvent this limitation by using non-uniform
arrays. Non-uniform array pitches can suppress the grating lobes to obtain the full FOV
at the cost of an increase in background noise [32,33,35]. It is possible to obtain a greater
number of resolvable points than N. For example, in [35], a non-uniform 2D sparse OPA
with 128 elements achieved at least 400 resolvable points (see Figure 4e). Fukui et al. used
a 2D Costas array to obtain ~19,000 resolvable points with 127 elements, as shown in
Figure 4f,g [32]. One can see the formation of a high-resolution beam and the increased
background noise in Figure 4g.
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2.2. Focal Plane Arrays

An FPA-based beam steerer consists of a switchable emitter array and a lens [7,43–47],
as shown in Figure 1b. The operation principle was explained at the beginning of Section 2.
The number of switchable emitters directly determines the number of resolvable points.
To reduce the beam divergence angle, one needs to keep a small emission area and reduce
the aberration of the collimation lens [43,44]. Compared with OPAs, an FPA beam steerer
requires much less electric driving power [44]. This is because only the switches along
a single path need to be turned on, as shown in Figure 5. In contrast, light in an OPA is
distributed to all paths, and all phase shifters need to be turned on all the time to maintain
a deterministic emitting phase profile. The power consumption of an FPA beam steerer
is proportional to Log2N, which is a more favorable scaling compared with the N scaling
of an OPA beam steerer [44]. FPA beam steerers do not require the complicated phase
calibration procedures used in OPAs [48–50]. However, there are blind angles because the
steerable angles of an FPA beam steerer are discrete [46].

Figure 6a shows a 1D FPA beam steerer demonstrated in [43]. The array consists of
20 grating emitters arranged in one dimension. A singlet lens is placed on top of the chip to
collimate the light emission from the emitters array. A dense array with a smaller emitter
area is desired to achieve high resolution. In this work, the authors put effort into reducing
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the grating emitter dimension to 14 µm. A FOV of ±3◦ was demonstrated. However, beam
distortion due to the aberration of the lens was observed at large angles.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the electric power consumption between the focal plane array (a), and the
optical phased array (b).

To allow a larger FOV and a more compact size, Chang et al. demonstrated an FPA
beam steerer that used a metalens for collimation [44], as shown in Figure 6b. The metalens
consisted of subwavelength-spaced nanopillars, allowing arbitrary tailoring of the lens
phase profile. The authors engineered the phase profile to be aberration-free up to ±13.6◦.
The metalens had a flat footprint and a height of only 990 nm, which was more compact
than conventional bulky lenses. The authors achieved 2D beam steering with a tightly-
packed 2D switch network based on microring emitters. They demonstrated steering of
4 × 4 directions with a FOV of 12.4◦ × 26.8◦ and an FWHM divergence angle of 0.8◦.
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Figure 6. Demonstrations of active beam steering based on the FPA approach. (a) Schematic and
beam steering result of a 1D FPA with a singlet lens. Adapted with permission from [43] © The
Optical Society. (b) Schematic and beam steering result of a 2D FPA with a metalens and a microring
emitter array. Reprinted with permission from [44] © The Optical Society. (c) FPA with an integrated
planar lens. Reprinted with permission from [45]. Copyright © 2022, López et al. (d) LiDAR system
that implements FPA for beam steering. Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature: Nature [7],
© Springer Nature (2021).

In [45], an FPA beam steerer with a planar lens integrated on the silicon photonic
chip was demonstrated (Figure 6c). The planar lens confined the light in a slab waveg-
uide and collimated the propagation direction of the guided wave. The authors showed
a 1D FPA with 16 channels and a full FOV of 38.8◦. The 1D FPA was combined with the
dispersive grating diffraction approach to achieve beam steering in both directions. This
fully-integrated design enabled a flat footprint without the need for assembling an external
lens. However, the planar lens showed a severe aberration. In the following numerical
work, the authors proposed a photonic crystal Luneburg lens to correct the aberration by
up to ±80◦ [47].

FPA-based beam steering was recently implemented to create a frequency-modulated
continuous-wave (FMCW) LiDAR system [7]. As shown in Figure 6d, both the transmitter
and receiver chips used FPA for beam steering. The on-chip switch network of the FPA
was combined with a local oscillator (LO) to achieve coherent heterodyne detection of the
distance and velocity. This LiDAR system allowed scanning of 32 × 16 pixels.

2.3. Dispersive Grating Diffraction

Diffraction from grating couplers can be leveraged to perform beam steering with
wavelength tuning. Grating couplers are periodic structures that exhibit angular dispersion
(Figure 1c). The diffraction angle of the out-coupled light from the waveguide to the free
space is governed by the Bragg condition [51]:

sin θ = ne f f −
λ

Λ
, (8)

where θ is the diffraction angle from the grating, ne f f is the effective refractive index of the
guided mode, and Λ is the grating period. From Equation (8), the diffraction angle θ can be
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steered by varying the laser wavelength. Notice that the ne f f is also wavelength-dependent.
To achieve a large FOV, one needs a strong wavelength sensitivity, which is given by:

dθ

dλ
=
−1

cos θ

(ng − ne f f

λ
+

1
Λ

)
, (9)

where ng is the group index.
Beam steering based on dispersive grating diffraction can combine with another

independent mechanism such as OPA or FPA to achieve 2D steering [12,16,52]. For example,
in the device shown in Figure 7a, the beam is steered by the OPA in the φ direction and
by the dispersive grating diffraction in the θ direction [12,53]. The typical wavelength
sensitivity of grating diffraction, as in [12], is 0.265◦/nm. The FOV is limited by the
wavelength sensitivity and the tuning range of the laser. In [12], the authors obtained
an FOV of 6◦ using a wavelength tuning ∆λ of 23 nm. The minimum divergence angle is
determined by the length of the grating emission. A weak grating with a long emission
length can produce a narrow divergence angle in the far field [54]. We will elaborate on
this in the beam shaping discussion in Section 4.1.
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Figure 7. (a) Schematic of a 2D beam steerer that uses OPA and dispersive grating diffraction to steer
in the φ and θ directions, respectively. Adapted with permission from [12] © The Optical Society.
(b) Schematic of a beam steerer based on the enhanced angular dispersion of gratings on photonic
crystal slow-light waveguides. Adapted with permission from [52] © The Optical Society. (c) A beam
steerer that steers in both dimensions with dispersive grating diffraction. Adapted with permission
from [55] © The Optical Society.

Dispersive grating diffraction usually has a small FOV due to the low wavelength
sensitivity. To enhance the wavelength sensitivity, Ito et al. employed the slow-light
effect in photonic crystal waveguides [8,52,56–58]. This strategy can be understood by
Equation (9), where a large ng in slow-light waveguides can increase the sensitivity. In [52],
a lattice-shifted photonic crystal waveguide (LSPCW) with shallow etched grating was
used to create steerable light emission (Figure 7b). The authors achieved a sensitivity
of ≈1◦/nm. Using a wavelength tuning ∆λ of 23 nm and a customized prism lens
to exploit both the positive and negative diffraction angles, the authors demonstrated
a large FOV of ±20◦. They also showed 2D beam steering by combining the dispersive
grating diffraction with the FPA mechanism, where a full FOV of 4.4◦ was achieved in the
second axis.

Gratings can be arranged to exhibit angular dispersion in two dimensions to achieve
a passive 2D beam steerer driven by wavelength sweeps, as demonstrated by
Dostart et al. [55] (Figure 7c). The gratings were connected into a serpentine structure such
that the diffraction angles θx and θy were both wavelength-dependent. The beam steerer
achieved an FOV of 36◦ × 5.5◦ using a wavelength sweep of 1450–1650 nm. The serpentine
grating structures could be tiled together to form a large-area emitting aperture with a high
filling factor of 0.82. This is particularly important for low-divergence and long-distance
steering applications because the aperture area determines the divergence angle.
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Due to its simplicity and passive nature, the dispersive grating diffraction mech-
anism can be flexibly combined with wavelength multiplexing techniques to perform
parallelism [58,59]. For example, in [59], Riemensberger et al. used a Kerr frequency comb
light source from a SiN microring to obtain high throughput ranging and sensing.

3. Integrated LiDAR, Single-Pixel Imaging, and FSO System

Silicon photonics enables the integration of various functional components on a mono-
lithic platform, providing a path to miniaturizing an optical system to a chip scale [19,60].
Monolithic integration has proved to be a powerful approach to the design and man-
ufacture of optical transceivers [1–3]. An optical communication system composed of
modulators, multiplexers/demultiplexers, photodetectors, etc. can be manufactured on the
same chip without the need for alignment and package. Recently, there have been demon-
strations of monolithically-integrated optical systems for free-space applications, including
LiDAR [6–8,61], imaging systems [62,63], and FSO systems [9–11,64]. These integrated
free-space optical systems offer competitive sizes, weights, and cost, over conventional
bulk optics.

A silicon photonic LiDAR system consists of two main functions: beam steering and
ranging [65–67]. We discussed various beam steering technologies available in silicon
photonics in Section 2. Ranging in a silicon photonic LiDAR is often achieved with the
FMCW technique [5,68]. In contrast to time-of-flight (TOF) ranging [5], where the distance
is calculated from the return time of reflected optical pulses, FMCW uses continuous waves.
Continuous waves are preferred in silicon photonics because the strong peak power of
optical pulses can cause two-photon absorption and the subsequent free-carrier absorption
in silicon waveguides [24]. The mechanism of FMCW is depicted in Figure 8a [5,68]. By
using a frequency-chirped laser source, the light reflected from an object is mixed with the
LO to create a beat signal. The frequency of the beat signal contains the information of
the distance and the velocity of the object. Compared with the incoherent TOF technique,
FMCW technique uses coherent detection mechanism, which has the advantages of achiev-
ing photon shot noise-limited detection and immunity to photon backgrounds. The velocity
can be obtained directly from the Doppler shift. FMCW can also use lower-bandwidth
electronics than the TOF technique.
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schematic of this system is shown in Figure 6d. Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature:
Nature [7], © Springer Nature (2021).
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An example of an integrated LiDAR system is shown in Figure 8b,c [6]. It uses
a transmitting OPA and a receiving OPA for beam steering. A 10% portion of the input
swept laser source is tapped to serve as the LO and mixes with the received power to allow
FMCW ranging detection. In this work, the optical components for beam steering, FMCW
ranging, and photodetection are all integrated monolithically on a silicon photonic chip
with a size of 6 mm × 0.5 mm. The authors achieved distance and velocity measurement
with a range of 2 m and a resolution of 20 mm. Figure 8d,e show another integrated LiDAR
system based on FPA beam steering and FMCW ranging [7]. The corresponding system
diagram was introduced in Figure 6d. In this work, the silicon photonic chip was fabricated
in a commercial foundry and leveraged the monolithic integration of the photonic and
electronic circuits. The electronic circuits, including the balanced detectors, transimpedance
amplifiers, and filters, were monolithically integrated with the receiver pixels to overcome
the previous difficulties in providing electrical and photonic connections to each pixel. This
LiDAR system had 32 × 16 pixels and achieved an accuracy of 3.1 mm at a distance of
75 m using 4 mW of optical power. The measured point cloud of an object at 54 m is shown
in Figure 8e.

In addition to LiDARs, silicon photonics enables other free-space optical systems for
single-pixel imaging [62,63] and FSO [9–11]. Figure 9a,b show an integrated single-pixel
imaging system demonstrated by Fukui et al. [62]. The authors guided the output light
from an OPA to a multimode fiber by 3D-printed waveguides. By controlling the OPA,
a series of random speckle patterns were generated at the output of the multimode fiber
and were used to illuminate a target. These patterns allowed imaging the target with
a single-pixel detector, as shown in Figure 9b. This system achieved 1007 resolvable points
with only 128 phase shifters. Figure 9c shows the schematic of an FSO system using
an OPA together with thermo-optic tunable gratings for steering from the transmitter to
the receiver [11]. This work demonstrated error-free transmission of 32 Gbps data over
a distance of 3 m. The beam steering FOV was 46.0◦ (10.2◦), and the divergence angle was
0.7◦ (0.9◦) in the transversal (longitudinal) direction.
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4. Beam Shaping
4.1. Beam Expansion and Focusing

Many free-space applications such as LiDAR and FSO require sending a collimated
beam to a distant object. To achieve efficient delivery of optical power, reducing the
divergence angle is essential. The mode size of the collimated beam determines the
divergence angle. This can be seen in our discussion of OPAs, where Equation (6) states
that a low-divergence OPA emission requires a large aperture size. In fact, the inverse
proportionality between the divergence angle and the mode size is a fundamental diffractive
nature of light given by the uncertain principle of waves. For example, a Gaussian beam
has a 1/e2 divergence angle of λ/(πw0), where w0 is the beam size at the waist [69]. To
create a low-divergence beam that can propagate over meters of distance, the mode size
needs to be at least in the order of millimeters. For a Gaussian beam with a waist diameter
2w0 of 1 mm and a wavelength of 1550 nm, the Rayleigh range

(
πw2

0
)
/λ equals ~0.5 m.

However, creating a large-area emission from a silicon photonic chip is challenging. The
typical single-mode silicon strip waveguide is only 450 nm × 220 nm, which is more than
three orders of magnitude smaller than a millimeter beam. Therefore, there have been
considerable efforts in the community to achieve beam expansion for a long-length or
a large-area emission [39,54,70–72].

In the work by Zadka et al. [54], a waveguide grating with a SiN overlay was
used for light diffraction to achieve a millimeter-long emission. The key is to introduce
a perturbative structure that enables a weak grating strength on the order of mm−1 in
a controllable manner. As shown in Figure 10a, the SiN overlay grating had a much weaker
grating strength than the conventional silicon grating due to the lower refractive index
contrast. The SiN overlay grating also had a lower sensitivity to the grating height, which
enabled better fabrication tolerance. The authors apodized the grating strength by con-
trolling the duty cycle. They demonstrated a super-Gaussian emission profile in 1D and
measured a far-field divergence angle of 0.089◦ (Figure 10b). Kim et al. demonstrated
beam expansion in 2D, creating a Gaussian beam with a waist w0 of ~160 µm [70]. This
corresponded to an increase in the modal area by a factor of >105. The mode expansion was
achieved in two separate stages, as shown in Figure 10c. The mode in a strip waveguide
was expanded in 1D by evanescent coupling to a slab waveguide. An apodized grating
was used to expand the mode in the second dimension.

Shaping the free-space emission from a silicon photonic chip to create a focused beam
has been achieved with different approaches [18,73–77]. Beam focusing allows optical
excitation or sensing exclusively of a small volume in the space, which is critical for
quantum computation with ion qubits [18], optical tweezers [78], optogenetics [17], FPA-
based beam steerers [44], and microscopy. To create a focused beam, one needs to engineer
the phase profile of the emission. In the work by Yulaev et al. [73], the authors added
a metalens on top of the 2D beam expander demonstrated in [70], as shown in Figure 10d.
Working on the SiN platform, they generated a focused spot with a diffraction-limited
size of 473 nm at the wavelength of 780 nm. Such a metasurface approach was pushed
a step forward by integrating metasurfaces monolithically on silicon waveguides [75].
An OPA can also be designed to emit a focused beam, as demonstrated by Notaros et al. (see
Figure 10e,f) [76]. The authors used the size of phase bumps to introduce a pre-determined
phase delay in each waveguide channel. A focusing phase front was passively achieved.
They demonstrated a focused spot with an FWHM size of ≈6.4 µm at the wavelength of
1550 nm. In the work by Mehta et al. [18,79], grating couplers were designed to create
a focused emission (see Figure 10g,h) to deliver light to individual trapped ions for quantum
manipulations and readouts. They apodized the grating strength and emission angle by
changing the duty cycle and the period, respectively, creating a Gaussian amplitude profile
and a focusing phase profile. The fabricated SiN grating couplers produced diffraction-
limited spots with 1/e2 radii of 2.0 µm (x direction) and 2.3 µm (y direction) at λ = 674 nm.
A systematic approach to design apodized gratings for focusing and other general profiles
was developed recently by Zhao et al. [80].
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Figure 10. (a) Simulation of the grating strength of a grating formed by etching into a 250 nm× 450 nm
silicon waveguide (orange) and by etching a 120 nm SiN overlay on the same silicon waveguide
(blue) [54]. (b) Far-field measurement of a 1 mm-long SiN-overlay grating with an apodized duty
cycle. Reprinted with permission from [54] © The Optical Society. (c) Schematic of a 2D beam
expander [70] © 2022, Kim et al. (d) Beam focusing using a metalens on top of a 2D beam expander.
Inset: optical image of the focused spot. Adapted with permission from [73] © 2022 American
Chemical Society. (e,f) Schematic and measured cross-sectional intensity of an OPA designed for
beam focusing. Reprinted, with permission, from [76] © 2022 IEEE. (g,h) SEM image and measured
beam profiles of a grating coupler designed for beam focusing [79] © 2022 Mehta et al.

4.2. Bessel Beams and Orbital Angular Momentom Beams

Bessel beam has attracted attention due to its non-diffractive and self-healing prop-
erties and has found important applications in microscopy [81]. Free-space emission
from a silicon photonic chip can be shaped to emit Bessel beams. In the work by
Notaros et al. [82], a quasi-Bessel-beam was generated using a passive OPA. The phase and
amplitude of the emission were controlled by the phase tapers and tap couplers, as shown
in Figure 11a. The authors demonstrated the formation of a quasi-Bessel-beam (Figure 11b)
and its self-healing ability by blocking the beam with a gold wire (Figure 11c).

A beam that carries orbital angular momentum (OAM) can provide another degree
of freedom for transmitting more information [83]. Silicon photonic platform can enable
compact devices to emit free-space beams with different OAM states [10,84–88]. In the
work by Cai et al. [84], microring resonators with angular gratings were used to generate
vortex beams, as shown in Figure 12a. The emission from the device was predominantly
azimuthally-polarized and carried different OAM states, forming a vector vortex centered
at the microring. This vortex beam emitter had a compact size with a radius of 3.9 µm. The
microring-based device designs were employed for multiplexing in FSO [85] and quantum
information [86]. Another design that uses a silicon photonic integrated circuit to produce
OAM states was developed by Su et al. [10]. The schematic and image of the fabricated
device are shown in Figure 12b,c. The design principle was similar to an OPA, where light
was split to multiple waveguide channels. Each channel was length-matched, and the
phase was corrected by heaters. The authors demonstrated free-space spatial-division-
multiplexing (SDM) optical transmission with OAM states over a topological charge range
of −2 to +2.
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gratings (top). The bottom figure shows the interference pattern between three OAM beams (l =−3)
and a co-propagating right-handed circularly-polarized beam. From [84]. Reprinted with permission
from AAAS. (b,c) Schematic and optical images of an OAM beam encoder/decoder based on a silicon
photonic integrated circuit. Reprinted with permission from [10] © The Optical Society.

5. Other Emerging Free-Space Applications

Silicon photonics has been applied to optogenetics and trapped-ion quantum photonics
to provide precise free-space light delivery. In these applications, light emits from the chip
to the free space at precise positions to access the neurons or qubits. The mature CMOS
fabrication allows the construction of large-scale reconfigurable circuits to address a large
number of neurons or qubits, which is challenging with conventional bulk optics. The
wavelengths are chosen carefully to stimulate the modified neurons or to drive the optical
transition of qubits [17,18]. For example, 473 nm was used in [17] for neuron stimulation,
and 674 nm was chosen in [18] for accessing 88Sr+ trapped ion qubits. Because silicon is not
transparent below the wavelength of 1100 nm, another CMOS-compatible material, SiN, is
employed [30,89–91].
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In optogenetics, blue light is typically used to stimulate neurons that are modified
to express light-sensitive proteins. To study the brain circuitry, it is important to deliver
light precisely to a small population of neurons deep in the brain. Silicon photonics can
provide an implantable, precise, switchable light delivery system [17,92–94]. Mohanty
et al. demonstrated an implantable reconfigurable probe based on the SiN platform [17], as
shown in Figure 13a. The probe allowed stimulation of neurons across deep brain regions
with a switching speed of <20 µs. Laser at 473 nm wavelength was precisely delivered
to specific positions through a switching network. Light emitted to the free space from
the gratings and stimulated specific neutrons. The optical stimulation was combined with
nearby tungsten electrodes to record the neuron activity. Implantable silicon photonic light
delivery probes have also been used for fluorescence imaging [93,94]. For example, Sacher
et al. developed implantable probes to generate light-sheets deep in scattering tissues and
demonstrated in vitro and in vivo fluorescence imaging of mouse brains [93].
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Figure 13. (a) Schematic of an optogenetics probe based on the SiN platform. Reprinted by permission
from Springer Nature: Nature Biomedical Engineering [17] © Springer Nature (2020). (b) Optical
micrograph of a photonic circuit integrated with a surface-electrode ion trap to obtain quantum logic
gates. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature [95] © Springer Nature (2020).

For quantum information processing, the SiN platform can offer a scalable and robust
light delivery system for trapped ion qubits. As shown in Figure 13b, a photonic circuit
integrated with a surface-electrode ion trap was demonstrated by Mehta et al. [95]. Light
at 729 nm wavelength was routed by the waveguides to precise positions, where grating
couplers created focused emission through the free space to address the trapped ions. This
waveguide approach eliminated beam pointing instabilities encountered by bulky optics
and reduced drifts and noises. It also allowed parallelism for future scaling to a system
with a larger number of qubits.

6. Outlook

Silicon photonics has shown great promise in integrating an optical system on a chip
for free-space applications. Some examples have shown early successes, such as beam
steering devices for LiDAR and light delivery circuits for quantum photonics. However,
some key performances of silicon photonic systems, such as optical losses, are still far
behind conventional bulk optics. Several challenges remain to be addressed.

First, optical losses in waveguides and waveguide-based components are much higher
than free-space bulk components. Free-space bulk components such as lenses are usually
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made of glasses or plastics. Light propagates in air and these materials with negligi-
ble optical losses. With anti-reflective coatings, free-space bulk components can achieve
<0.5% loss per surface from Fresnel reflection. Dielectric mirrors have high reflectivity of
>99%. These anti-reflective and high-reflective coatings can be further optimized for higher
demands. In contrast, silicon waveguides are lossy. The typical propagation loss of strip
silicon waveguides reported by foundries is 1–2 dB/cm [60], which limits the maximum
length one can design for a waveguide-based optical system. The propagation loss is
mostly due to the scattering from the waveguide sidewall roughness, which depends on
the fabrication. One potential solution is to work with lower-index-contrast SiN waveg-
uides [96], which are also available in the CMOS process. Another major source of optical
loss occurs at the coupling between a fiber and a silicon photonic chip. Fiber coupling
is implemented mostly with either grating couplers or inverse tapers. Grating couplers
typically cause <3 dB/facet [60,97]. Inverse tapers have slightly better coupling efficiencies
but still have a typical loss of ~1 dB/facet [19,98]. Improving the waveguide propagation
losses, fiber-waveguide coupling losses, and the efficiency of various waveguide-based
components are crucial for silicon photonics to compete with conventional free-space bulk
optical systems.

One of the most attractive features of applying silicon photonics to free space is the
ability for active tuning. It enables an optical system with sophisticated, active function-
alities such as beam steering. However, the use of a large number of active components,
such as phase shifters, would consume huge electrical driving power [12]. As discussed
in Section 2.1, novel efficient phase shifters are currently under intensive research [12,39].
Wiring and routing of the electrical wires represent another challenge when integrating
a large number of active components, which can potentially be mitigated by monolithic
integration of CMOS driving electronics with photonics [7,19].

For applications such as LiDARs that require sending a free-space beam to a distant
object, it is crucial to have a large beam size, as discussed in Section 4.1. However, there is
a huge mode–size mismatch between a silicon photonic waveguide and a well-collimated
free-space beam. A silicon photonic waveguide confines the light to a subwavelength mode
size by the high refractive index contrast. To create a reasonably collimated beam that can
propagate over at least meters for LiDAR applications, the mode size needs to be at least
millimeters, which is more than three orders of magnitude larger than the waveguide mode.
It is challenging to expand a mode by such a huge factor. OPAs address this challenge
by using many waveguide emitters to synthesize a large aperture [13]. Other approaches
include making weak gratings [39,54,71] or designing evanescently-coupled mode-size
converters [70]. Further research on reliable mode expansion is of key importance.

Silicon photonics is poised to change the landscape of optical systems. It has shown
impressive success in fiber telecommunications [1–3], and we expect to see more and more
applications in the free space. Silicon photonics enables miniaturization to the chip scale,
large-scale integration of many components, reconfigurability with active tuning, and mass
production with high yield. These unique advantages of silicon photonics will open up
new possibilities for next-generation free-space optical systems.
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